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FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY-12 GREAT WEEKS—June 12-Sept. 2
LYONS,
COLO.

Peaceful
Valley

12th
ANNUAL

SQUARE DANCE
VACATIONS
Located in the heart of the beautiful
Rocky Mountains, Peaceful Valley
Lodge is like a dream come true as
the perfect vacation spot for the entire family. Enjoy three wonderful
meals every day (all you can eat);
evening dance parties; special programs for teenagers and children under trained leadership; swimming in
heated, filtered pool; horseback riding and instruction; trout fishing;
hiking; wonderful scenery and real
trail fellowship, weekend wilderness
pack trips, scenic jeep trips to ghost
towns and gold mining camps. After
party fun. Workshops on Squares
and/or Rounds in daytime; dancing
in evening for entire family and later
for adults only. The only bona fide
dude ranch offering square dance
vacations.

1967 STAFF AND DATES
June 1I-June 17
Ben and Nan Baldwin, Champaign, Illinois
Leon and Jane Franks, San Antonio. Texas
June 18-June 24
Ben and Nan Baldwin, Champaign, Illinois
Bob and Shirley Wickers, Ballwin. Missouri
June 25-July 1
Ben and Nan Baldwin, Champaign, Illinois
Cal and Gloria Lambert, Houston, Texas
July 2-July 8
Ray and By Quade. Janesville, Wisconsin
Lenny and Mary Lou Roos, Chicago, III.
July 9-July 15
Don and Elsie Burkholder, Maple Hill, Kan.
Ken and Wanda Crow, Iowa City, Iowa
Ken and Nita Wandt, Bettendorf, Iowa
.July 16-July 22 •
Don and Elsie Burkholder, Maple Hill, Kan.
Dale and Florence Wagner, New Berlin. Wis,

July 23-July 29
Bill and Dolly Barr. Sacramento, Calif.
Dale and Florence Wagner, New Berlin,
Wisconsin
July 30-August 5
Bill and Dolly Barr. Sacramento, California
Jim and Irma Stewart, Chicago, Illinois
August 6-August 12
Sim and Be Knight, Kansas City, Kansas
Tom and Dolly Miller, San Luis Obispo,
California
August 13-August 19
Floyd and Magdalene Bohart, Louisville, Ky.
Max and Lovella Forsyth. Indianapolis, Ind.
August 20-August 26
Max and Lovella Forsyth. Indianapolis, Ind.
Bob and Marilyn Radford, Kansas City, Mo.
August 27-September 2
Ben Baldwin. Champaign, Illinois

Write or Telephone for FREE Brochure

KARL E. BOEHM. Peaceful Valley Lodge. SD-4, Star Rt.,
Telephone (303) 747-2204
Lyons, Colo. 80540

RECORD DEALER ROSTER
All new square and round dance records advertised or reviewed in
SQUARE DANCE Magazine are available from the dealers listed
on this page. Write dealer of your choice for the Spring-Summer
1967 Square and Round Dance Record Catalog published by
SQUARE DANCE Magazine.
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CALLERS
AND

LEADERS
DEPEND ON
SQUARE DANCE
MAGAZINE
Nationally known callers and leaders as well as
hundreds of local and regional callers depend
on square dancing's Number One national magazine. SQUARE DANCE. for late news, as well
as new figures and breaks.
No other magazine in the field has a larger
or more loyal following among square dance
callers and teachers. They have found that
year after year, month after month, they can
depend on SQUARE DANCE Magazine to keep
them abreast on the latest happenings regarding square and round dancing throughout the
country.
Callers and teachers have been the greatest
source for new subscriptions to SQUARE
DANCE. They have generously endorsed and
recommended this magazine to hundreds of
dancers they come in contact with. We, at
SQUARE DANCE appreciate the confidence
these leaders have placed in us and will work
hard to merit continued approval.

SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE
1622 N. Rand Rd.. Arlington Heights, Ill. 60004
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Your square dance association—the National
Square Dance Association—is now a little more
than a year old. In a few short months a lot
has been accomplished. The NSDA is a success.
As one of the founders of the NSDA, I am
particularly excited about the goals and objectives of the Association. I believe that square
dancing is one of the finest recreational activities in America today. Through the NSDA
we can all help to share this activity with others.
In this issue of SQUARE DANCE Magazinc, you will find a colorful, four page feature about the NSDA. The goals and objectives
of the association, along with specific informsdon about it, are detailed in this brochure. Reprints are available so let me know how many
you want for distribution among your friends.
A membership application form is also included
so you can join right away if you are not already a member.
What has the NSDA done since its inception in August of 1966? First, and most important, it has been organized and is operating.
While this sounds easy, it is a difficult task
to start a national association. This is especially
true when the financial means are limited. The
Association is solvent.
Second, all members have received their
charter membership certificates and membership cards. Newsletters have been issued periodically for all members. This communication
among members has been greatly improved during the past few weeks.
Third, every member has received monthly a
copy of SQUARE DANCE Magazine, the Off icial Publication of the NSDA. The support and
backing of SQUARE DANCE Magazine, more
than any other one factor, has made the NSDA
a success. Every member has helped, but the
impact of a national magazine cannot be ignored.
Fourth, much promoting and advertising of
!'quare dancing has taken place during the past
year. This and other work in the field of public relations has done much to improve the
image of square dancing.
There are many other achievements too
numerous to outline here that can be credited
to the NSDA. The NSDA now has status. Top
leaders and callers from all parts of the country
now belong.
Alone, each square dancer can do some to
promote his hobby. Together, we can do much.
The time to unite is now. Mail your membership application for the National Square Dance
Association today. You can help square dancing.
See the feature in this issue for complete details.

MODEL 636 "Slimair" Dynamic—Exceptionally fine for PA, recording and
general use. Response 60-13,000 cps;
output-58db. Pop-proof head. Wide
pickup range. On-off switch. Satin
chrome finish. Tiltable head. Built-in
MC-4 connector. 18' cable. 101/4"
long including stud. List price $72.50.

OUR PRICE ... $43.50
MODEL 623 Slim Dynamic—Ideal for
PA, recording and general use. Use
on stand or in hand. Omnidirectional.
Response 60-12,000 cps; output level
—56 db. Hi- or Lo-Z by changing
one wire in connector. Pressure cast;
satin chrome finish. Tiltable head. Onoff switch. 18' cable, 71/2" by 15/16".
List price $57.00.

OUR PRICE ... $34.20
MODEL 630 High Fidelity, High-Output Dynamic — Response 60-11,000
cps; output level-55 db. Unaffected
by heat or humidity. Acoustalloy diaphragm. Tiltable head. Built-in MC-3
connector. On-off switch. Satin chrome
finish. Available in Hi-Z or 150
(matches 50-250 ohms). Lo-Z balanced
to ground. Size 2"x61/4". 18' cable.
List price $52.50.

OUR PRICE ... $31.50
MODEL 924 Lavalier Crystal—For
chest or hand use. Supplied with neck
cord, support clips and 18' cable. Satin chrome finish. Wire mesh head
acoustically treated for wind and
moisture protection. Output--60 db.
Response 60-8,000 cps. Hi-Z. 3-5/32"
xI-7/32". Cable has integral strain
relief. List price $20.00.

OUR PRICE ... $12.00

You get terrific savings plus a FREE gift when
you buy a top quality Electro-Voice Mike NOW!
Look over These fine valucs in famous ElectraVoce
tlever before such low, /ow prices
PLIK) a cho;ce of a FREE GIFT wiTh any model,
except the MODEL 924. Send check or moneyorder for full amount. We pay postage. We
also furnish free plug with mike. Specify type
needed. Hurry, order today.

Square Dance Shop
1622 N. Rand Rd.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60004
(312) 255-4060

YOUR CHOICE OF 3 GIFTS
E‘ceot wi4h Model 924)
A.

5 FREE RECORDS
Reg. $7.25 value. Our assortment.

B.

STEEL RECORD CASE
Sturdy, lightweight. Holds 120
45 rpm records. $6.00 value.

C.

TRADE IN OLD MIKE
$6.00 ALLOWANCE
Regardless of condition. Doesn't
have to work.
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MONTH-OF-DANCING 2526 27 28 29 3 0 31
The Saskatchewan Month-O-Dancing
will be one of the big summer attractions this year in Canada. Plans for the
Month-O-Dancing, which will be from
June 12 to July 15, call for dancing
throughout the entire province.
At least 43 dances have been scheduled to date. This figure includes three
round dance events which will be held
at Melfort, Moose Jaw, and Saskatoon.
Twelve of the square dances will be
called in their entirety by two guest
callers. The other dances will be called by Saskatchewan callers.
Earle Park, program director for this
event, writes: "Not one Saskatchewan
caller has turned. down his or her assignment unless it was absolutely unavoidable. Working under these conditions has made my task much more
enjoyable. Under our proposed scheme
every caller in our Province will call
at one or more of these dances, so with
100% participation, this whole pro8

gram can only add up to success."
The Month-O-Dancing will culminate with a three day festival in Regina.
The Regina Centennial Square Dance
Festival on July 13-15 will probably be
attended by over 3000 couples from
Canada, the United States and several
other countries.
Highlights of this festival will be
sightseeing tours, a picnic, exhibitions,
a youth program, a street breakfast and
parade, a fashion show, a western barbeque, after parties and dancing.
Chairman of the Festival Committee
is Em Ellis. Scotty Wilson is in charge
of advertising and public relations.
Murray Campbell is the secretary-treasurer. Virtually all callers and dancers
are working together to make this project a success.
For more information about the Saskatchewan Month-O-Dancing, write to:
Centennial Square Dance, Box 492, Regina, Sask., Canada.

The RCMP riding school at Regina, starting place of many of the famous musical rides, will be
open for sight-seeing tours during Sarkatchewan'sMonth•O-Dancing.

Scarlet tunics, sparkling buttons, badges and leather, on the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
parade square at Regina, Saskatchewan.
Regina is the home of the famous mounties. Visitr to the RCMP headquarters are part of the
Month-O-Dancing program.
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LOUIS CALHOUN
Fontana Village, N. C.

HOW TO
IMPROVE
YOUR
CALLING
PART II
OF A TWO PART SERIES

SOME PROVEN THEORIES
OF PROGRAMMING
CONTINUED
2. Variety in level will be remembered
by the dancer most often if he was
unable to dance it, or if the easy
material was monotonously repetitious.
3. Variety in singing calls is also important. The dancer, however, will
remember the variety in the music
ten times more than he will remember the figure used. So you vary your
singing program with the selection
of your music.
4. Ten to twenty percent of a floor
will be proficient in dancing only
part of the material, but you must
let them dance some. Ten to twenty
percent of a floor want challenge,
so you must include some material
for them. Sixty to eighty percent of
a floor will have nearly equal dancing ability. The bulk of your program must be geared to them.
5. Very few dancers—most often none
—actually want to compete with the
caller. Even the ones who insist on
challenge prefer to be challenged
within their ability level more often
than to be completely stopped.
6. Any fool can stop a floor—good
callers keep the majority dancing
most of the time.
SELECTION OF MATERIAL
1. Discrimination and good judgement
is the key here. Your keen interpretation of the group's desires and
needs will be your guide.
2. New and untried basics should be
reserved for workshop sessions.
3. In today's choreography, the first
criterion seems to be that square
dance figures should flow in a forward direction. Avoid mat e r i a 1
which is jerky or involves quick
changes from forward to backward
movement. For instance, "Double

pass thru, centers in, bend the line."
4. The more directional the figure, the
better the dance, the better the caller.
5. The dance program should progress
from the less difficult to the more
difficult in a logical sequence. You
surely would not use Square Turn
Three before using Turn Thru.
6. If you use a singing call which has
in it a new twist or odd figure,
prepare the dancers by using it in
your earlier patter. But do not tell
them why you did it. That insults
the dancer.
7. Do not trick the dancers. Do not
resort to such carnival tricks as
shouting, "there's your corner—do
a right and left thru."
THE USE OF
ZERO MATERIAL
AND EQUIVALENTS
In this short written presentation I
shall not attempt to cover these terms
with any thoroughness.
Any beginning caller must first rely
on using memorized figures for his patter. This is necessarily his first step.
If your calling of patter material is
limited to memorized figures, however, you are still in your beginner stage
no matter what your tenure is.
Zero material simply means the use
of any figure or series of figures to
get the dancers back where they were
before the call. For instance, from an
eight-chain three position, the call,
"eight chain thru" is a zero call since
the dancers upon completion end up
where they started.
Equivalents are figures which establish the same dancer relationship as a
completely different figure. For instance, a "double swing thru" is equivalent to a "right and left thru." We
could list dozens and dozens.
Most successful callers today rely
constantly on a thorough knowledge of
■
zeros and equivalents.
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Rocky Mountain
Square Dance Camp
AT THE

LIGHTED LANTERN

T

HE ROCKY MOUNTAIN Square
Dance Camp, high on Lookout
Mountain, will be twenty years
old this summer. Few devotees of
square dancing know the part this small
Rocky Mountain camp has played in
the promotion of square dancing
through its inspiration and training of
Square Dance callers and Round Dance
instructors.
This effort has progressed quietly
and unpretentiously through the years,
and many ambitious young callers have
made their debuts at the Lighted Lantern. Experience from serving on its
staff has aided the careers of some of
the nation's best known callers.
Pauline and Paul Kermiet have directed the camp's course since its beginning. At the start they did most of the
teaching . . . in days when "Laces and
Graces" and "Waltz of the Bells" were
the hits of a round dance season. They
taught the old "step-close-step" routine to many of today's leading instruct12

ors and exponents of Round Dancing.
All the Kermiets' six children were
born and raised in the camp atmosphere. They now share many of the
operating responsibilities. All sing as
well as dance, adding much to the congenial atmosphere which makes Lighted
Lantern a favorite spot with the young
folks.
An interesting description of this remarkable camp is given by Pauline
Kermiet in a recent article for VILTIS
FOLK DANCE M A G A Z I N E. She
wrote: "For 19 seasons we have been
meeting 'our kind of people' at the
Lighted Lantern and making wonderful
friends. We have had guests from
nearly every state in the Union and
from Canada. Many come back year after year and every season is like homecoming! Our camp is small, but very
personal and friendly. We started with
more enthusiasm than money back in
the early days of 'dance vacation' history. There were no other 'square
dance' camps and only two other 'folk

dance' camps in operation—both in the
east. Our first brochures were 'silk
screened' by hand. The first year we
operated a short ten-day session with a
total of twenty people, including the
staff. Now our season extends through
July and August with week-long sessions. Features include an International
Folk Dance week, Teachers WorkShops in rhythm and dance, Dance
Work-Shops for children, and, most
important, four fun-filled square dance
weeks.
"The Lighted Lantern has changed a
great deal since the first ten-day vacation. Guests no longer help harvest the
garden vegetables or feed Annabelle,
the pig, as they did then. But dining is
still family style. And changes have
taken place gradually—simple improvements accomplished mostly by the 'do
it yourself' process. Staff members,
friends and dancers have contributed
their time, interest, and energies to our
efforts. Last year one of our long-time
caller staff members did a professionallooking job reupholstering a chair, for
instance. College professors repair the
clothesline, a retired Naval Commander has opened a plugged drain, and a
commercial artist weeds the flower garden. If you should happen by the
Lighted Lantern the week before camp

opens you could very well find yourself with a paint brush in hand."
From its location on Lookout Mountain, 7460 feet high, just above the
town of Golden, Colorado, the dancer
at Lighted Lantern has a sensational
view of the city of Denver, 20 miles
to the east. The towering snow capped
Rockies form an awesome backdrop to
the west. At night, from the open-front
pavilion, the lights of Denver shimmer
like incandescent jewels flung upon the
night. Under a full moon the sight is
even more entrancing. The mountain
air is clear and brisk and, even in summer, the temperature is ideal for dancing.
Accommodations are modern, though
modest. These simple facilities have enabled fees to be kept low—only $63.00
per person for six full days. Food at
Lighted Lantern is excellent and Paul's
Saturday Steak Frys on Colorow Point
with Ray Smith as the Chef are famous. No one ever claimed to have left
Lighted Lantern hungry.
Throughout the 19 years of the
Rocky Mountain Square Dance Camp
many leaders and callers have come
and gone. Two couples are perhaps
more widely known than any others-Dr. Roger and Jean Knapp, and Manning and Nita Smith, all of whom
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Above left: Pauline and Paul Kermiei
and their oldest son, Chris.
Above: Francis Zeller and Gene AmPsfield
entertain at an after party.
Left and below: Scenes from 20 years ago
when the people danced on the original
cement slab at The lighted Lantern.

served on the staff for several years.
Early "leaders" in the art of round
dancing, they contributed much in directing and stabilizing the rapid development of round dancing throughout the
country. Dena Fresh was also a round
dance instructor on the Lantern staff.
Most every round dancer in the country
has learned and danced some of Dena's
many beautiful waltzes. Joe and Millie
Urban were staff members for several
years, as were Wally and Maxine
Schultz, Jack and Na Stapleton, Date
and Dot Foster, Pete and Ann Peterman.
Ernie and Naomi Gross were dancers at the Lighted Lantern for five
years, then served as round dance instructors (Ernie is also a caller) from
1957 through 1963-14 years in all.
The round dance instructors now on
the Lantern staff are among the contemporary "best" in the field and most
of them were dancers at the Rocky
Mountain Square Dance Camp before
they became instructors—Gene and Edna Arnfield, Bob and Helen Smithwick,
Charlie and Betty Proctor, Vaughn and
Jean Parrish. Don and Pete Hickman.
Many other former dancers are instructors now, doing outstanding work
in their own areas, such as Les and
Betty Houser, Glen and Beth McLeod,
Jimmy and Vivian Holeman, Ed and
Wanda Franks, Earl and Dora Frye—
to mention only a few. Many fine callers owe a certain portion of their success to the contacts, instruction, and
prestige they have gained at the Rocky
Mountain Square Dance Camp.
This is the only camp that can boast
of having "Outposts" in several places
over the country. Ray and Millie Smith
established the first Lighted Lantern
Outpost, in Dallas. All square dancers
who had attended the Rocky Mountain
Square Dance Camp and had a Lighted
Lantern badge automatically became
members. They met regularly for dances, cemented old friendships and had
wonderful times. Dodge City, Kansas,
organized Outpost 2. Number 3 is in

Lincoln, Nebraska, and others followed rapidly.
There are now eight Lighted Lantern
Outposts. At several of the National
Conventions special Lighted Lantern
parties or dinners have been held, usually with someone living in the area
taking the lead in planning. At the
party in Des Moines (a dinner planned
by Jim and Phyllis Moore) Paul and
Pauline Kermiet came in late and the
whole crowd started singing, "Why do
you linger so long in bed!" Those of
you who are Lighted Lantern dancers
know all about that!
Ray and Millie Smith were at the
first session at the Lighted Lantern, in
1948. They returned the following summer as staff members and, along with
the Kermiets, have been mainstays of
the staff ever since. For five years,
1953 to 1957, Butch Nelson of El Paso,
Texas enlivened the weeks with his
crazy antics and after-party fun. Butch
and Ray took the lead in popularizing
the stunts and after-party skits for
which the Lighted Lantern is famous.
Ray Smith's After-Party Fun handbooks
have sold by the hundreds. "Talent
Night" is a unique feature of the Lantern camps, as is "Banquet Night",
which is planned around a different
theme each year, complete with decorations, costumes, floor shows, and hilarious stunts originated on the spur
of the moment by each table.
The caller who has been on the
Lighted Lantern staff longest (next to
Raymond Smith) is Johnny LeClair.
The 1967 season will be his thirteenth.
It will be the ninth year for Vaughn
Parrish and Al Brownlee, the eighth
year for Bob and Helen Smithwick, the
sixth year for Gaylon Shull and Gene
and Edna Arnfield. These, and all the
other staff member s—unmentioned
here because of space—have given of
their unique talents and personalities to
make every week of the Rocky Mountain Square Dance Camp an experience
of fellowship and fun to be always
cherished.
■
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HOW TO
TEACH
THE
TURNING
TWO-STEP
BY PENNY AND ROSS CRISPING

f you were to read any of the old
dance books published just before the
I turn
of the century you would find
the popular DANCEMASTER quoting
"Please stand up and try it!" This is
the first requirement of learning twostep !
We will assume you have taught the
dancers how to do a forward two-step
and a sideward two-step; also some of
the positions such as open, closed, semiclosed, and butterfly. Now tonight you
wish to teach your dancers how to do
a two-step turn. We use the "pivot"
system.
To begin with, you must emphasize
line of dance. Describe it as a very material thing. It can be the line of the
floor boards, the pattern of the linoleum, or if no lines are to be seen, draw
16

one with chalk to show the students
the line of dance around the room. Ask
the ladies to sit out while the men work
first.
Have the men stand in a line with
backs to the center of hall, then slide
left slightly to the left along LOD, take
weight on this foot and pivot right
face one-half until man's back is to wall,
this is done in one count. This is the
step-pivot. Use free toe to balance if
necessary.
While facing center of hall have
them slide their right foot into lineof-direction and pivot again right face
one-half turn bringing man's back to
center of hall again. This "pivot" and
maintainance of balance is the BIG
step toward a successful turning twostep.

Penny and Ross Crispino have
been square and round dancing since 1949. They are busy
teaching and calling n earl y
every night at their home "El
Rancho Playroom" in Nampa,
Idaho.

The combined movements will be
"SLIDE, PIVOT, HOLD" or "STEP,
PIVOT, HOLD". They will be moving in line-of-direction and NOT into
the center of hall as most do when doing a two-step turn.
With music now try a drill such as
this. Men in line with backs to center
of hall, have them progress to the left
with a two-step down the line "LEFT,
CLOSE, LEFT, HOLD". Repeat to the
right, "RIGHT, CLOSE, R I G H T,
HOLD". (Now the turn.) "LEFT,
CLOSE, PIVOT, HOLD, STEP,
CLOSE, PIVOT, HOLD". They have
done a turning two-step!
Repeat the above procedure with the
ladies except ladies start in line with
their backs to the wall facing center of
hall and they start with right foot.

After this drill put them together as
a couple, closed position. At this point,
teachers should demonstrate the breakdown into the turn, then let them try it.
It is important, we believe, to exchange partners frequently while learning the turning two-step so that everyone will gain by the experience of
dancing with others.
We select good music with very
strong beat and set drills to it such
as this. Open position, opposite footwork, walk four steps forward turning
to face partner on the fourth count
taking closed position and do two
turning two-steps returning to open
position to repeat.
If you'll "stand up and try" this
little method, we feel sure it will work
for you.
■
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WHY I SQUARE DANCE
by DOLORIS BRESKE
San Antonio, Texas
Simply stated, I square dance because
it is the easiest and most pleasant way
to express my happiness at being alive.
The Christmas holiday season is a
few months past. Undoubtedly each of
us spent much time and thought in selecting just the "right" gift for a loved
one. What attitude do you expect that
loved one to express when you do so
give such a gift? What do you expect
that loved one to do with your gift?
You naturally and rightfully expect
the receiver to express joy, pleasure and
appreciation at such a thoughtful gesture. You expect that loved one to put
that gift to the use it was intended. We
have been given a great gift and that
gift is life. We have also the free will
to use it as we decide.
We can decide to drag through our
allotted time wearily in monotonous
existence through a session of time periods of days and nights, weeks and
months, and years, or . . . we can decide that this gift of life was a precious
gift and live each day joyfully, appreciating all the benefits with all the courtesy and awareness that we are capable
of.
Man is a creature who inherently
does not like to be "alone". In square
dancing I am never "alone". I am an
important cog in that square dance set.
Without being where I am supposed to
be, at the time I am supposed to be,
that set goes kaput! So, I am important,
I am needed, and I am not alone—there

are seven other people in that set with
the same purpose in mind—enjoyment.
I have continued to square dance
probably more years than the average
dancer continues to do so. This is so
because my teacher in the beginning
taught us appreciation of all phases
that are connected with square dancing, not just the execution of certain
patterns of movement.
We were taught rhythm, basic figures, to accept new ideas, to expand
our circle of acquaintance and knowledge by visiting other areas, to accomplish a certain amount of round
dancing and the lessons were of sufficient length to enable us to go forth
in confidence that we were accomplished square dancers when he turned
us loose upon the unsuspecting square
dancing population.
Square dancing gives me an opportunity to dress colorfully, to be exhuberant and laugh about nothing in particular, to give of myself, to hug my
corner without stretching propriety and
become acquainted with hundreds of
nice people.
Robert Frost said:
"The woods are lovely, dark and deep
But I have promises to keep, and
Miles to go before I sleep."
How much nicer it is to travel those
miles with compatible companions in
square dancing. How could life be any
fuller?
■
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(1i) NATIONAL
SQUARE DANCE
ASSOCIATION
TIME TO JOIN...

NATIONAL SQUI

1622 N. Rand Road, Arnim

What can a
national association
hope to accomplish?
Can you imagine what over 5 million square dancers from all over
the country could accomplish for
their favorite recreation if they
all joined together in a single, national association dedicated to the
improvement of square dancing?
In unity there is strength and accomplishment.
You will agree that the square dance
movement has long needed the concerted effort and cooperation of an organization that will tell and sell the many
good features of square dancing as a
recreation. While other recreations such
as golf and bowling have grown by the
millions each year, square dancing has
not enjoyed that same growth. We all
know square dancing deserves greater
recognition in the recreation field, but
who is going to do anything about it?
The National Square Dance Association
has been formed to do something about
it. And to do something NOW.

L. The NSDA is telling the story about
the fun and recreational opportunities
of Square Dancing to thousands of
people who have never known about
this pastime before. You'll see more
and more articles, TV commercials,
newspaper spreads about square dancing in the weeks to come because the
NSDA is making people in communications conscious of Square Dancing.
❑ The NSDA is working with state
and local organizations to help them
function more effectively—to give
more to square dancing and to you as
a dancer.
The NSDA is working with callers
and attempting to work as a clearing
house for new material. It analyses new
calls and patterns and determines how
best to present them to dancers. The
NSDA is attempting to standardize material for universal acceptance throughout the country. Callers not only look
to the NSDA for help and guidance
but are a basic and intimate part of it.
Eventually there will be a whole division of the Association whose function
will be to work with and help callers
on their special problems in the square
dance movement.

' RE DANCE ASSOCIATION
on Heights, Illinois 60004 - (312) 255-4060

OBJECTIVES:
❑ To unite the Square Dance movement
❑ To promote Square Dancing
❑ To help local. state and regional callers and dancers associations
function more effectively
❑ To analyze material

The NSDA is working with clubs—
in leadership training, surveys, on-thespot advice, public information and
education, research, a National Square
Dance Congress.

by "talking it up" in your circle of
acquaintances. Square dancing needs a
big shot in the arm to get it moving
and the NSDA is the quickest and most
painless way to do it.

▪ Also included in the list of services
of the. NSDA are personnel service,
program planning and ideas, a square
dance book center, special publications,
regional conferences.

❑ The NSDA makes its services available to all groups of any kind that can
help promote square dancing . . . such
as municipal recreation departments,
religious groups, the armed services,
camps, children's groups, civic clubs,
students, and educational institutions.

❑ The NSDA attempts through all its
services to bring more enjoyment and
satisfaction to each and every square
dancer from beginner to old timer.
❑ The NSDA has embarked on a program of publicity, public service and
education that will make the general
public more aware of square dancing
and the good it is doing in the recreation field. Articles are being prepared
for national magazines and when the
association has the necessary finances,
national advertising will also be employed. Newspapers large and small
will soon be featuring square dance
clubs. All this publicity is sure to bring
more converts to our hobby and give
our recreation the distinction and prestige it deserves. You can do your part

❑ The NSDA IS A NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATION. Every cent goes to
promoting and improving square dancing. Members receive a full financial
report each year. Why not join up
today. Your membership will be appreciated by dancers throughout the
nation.

FOR JUST $5.00
MEMBERSHIP FEE PER
COUPLE, YOU CAN DO
SOMETHING REALLY BIG
FOR SQUARE DANCING!!!

HERE'S WHAT YOUR MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES
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APPLICATION FORM
National Square Dance Association
1622 N. Rand Road, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004
(312) 255-4060
Enclosed is my $5.00 (per person or per couple) enrollment fee for
one year membership in the National Square Dance Association.
I understand that $2.50 of this amount is for SQUARE DANCE Magazine subscription (12 issues) which is the Official Publication of
the Association. Please send me my official membership certificate
and card by return mail.
I (we) belong to the following square dance organizations:
(Not nri eriary for enrollment)

Other state or local organizations or affiliations:

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

__

Signed
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DODO EDITED BY

WILLARD ORLICH
CHOREOGRAPHY
One of the big differtiik es in today's
square dance choreography as compared
to the dancing experiences of our ancestors is the "everybody" participating
simultaneously as compared to the "visiting couple" type dances. Today's
dance figures find all eight in the set
dancing instead of just the head couples or number one couple.
Such "new ideas" as allemande thar,
alamo style, and rip 'n snort, brought
the whole set into motion other than
the normal right and left eight (grand
right and left) and the promenade. So
it was that the natural exploration of
the old basics saw variations into the
"all-four-couple" ideas.
Most common among the early allfour-couple movements was one known
as the Chinese Knot or all-four-couples
Suzie-Q as danced today. From here we
had all-four-couples right and left thru,
pass thru (two versions), cross trail
thru and on into square thru, star thru,
spin the top, and others.
In most cases, a similar traffic pattern evolved in order to get to your
opposite in order to start the movement. For example, the right and left
thru as done by the head couples only,
meant to give a right hand to opposite,
pull by, a left hand to partner and
courtesy turn to face back into the
center of the set or to face the other

working couple. So, if the side couples
were expected to do the same thing at
the same time, a traffic pattern had to
be decided upon.
This dancer path of movement settled down to mean face corner, pass
right shoulders, right hand to opposite,
pass the next left shoulders and a left
hand to the next (your partner) with a
courtesy turn to all face toward the
center of the set all squared up but
half way across from home position.
This followed and satisfied all the rules
of a normal two-couple right and left
thru.
The general rule then of all-fourcouples to do something meant to have
the dancers end the movement in the
exact position they would find themselves had first the heads did it and
then the sides. So anytime you are in
doubt as to where you end up after an
all-four-couple movement, just try each
set of couples separately and then put
them together with the traffic pattern
followed as outlined above.
It has also been found to be more
danceable if the dancers are put into
motion leading up to the all-four-couple command. For example: around the
left hand lady, see-saw your partners
too, and all-four-couples right and left
thru, pass right shoulders, right hands,
left shoulders, left hands with a courtesy turn". Some other commands follow.
All-four-couples pass thru, outside
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two (directions to the men to pass
right shoulders), inside one (pass left
shoulders with the next) face out with
the next (your partner on man's right
side facing out as a couple)—and then
the next command.
All-four-couples Suzie Q, right
shoulders, right-hand (turn back with
opposite), left shoulders, left hand
(partners turn back), repeat right
shoulders, right-hand (turn back), left
shoulders, left hand (courtesy turn).
All-four-couples cross trail thru, outside two, inside two, go to the corner,
left allemande.
More about this next month.

CALLERS'
QUESTIONS
KEN MCCORMICK, Couer d'Alene,
Idaho: "I have an idea I call Moon
Shot. I would describe it as being the
second half of a double-star thru, a
maneuver which seems to have fallen
by the wayside of late. Instead of calling a double-star-thru, the call would
be 'star thru, moon shot.' This would
also enable the caller to use 'moon
shot, star thru,' in some set ups rather
than a 'left double star thru' which
would leave the dancer standing and
wondering 'what kind of a kook is
he?' . . . I'm very anxious to get
your reaction on this."
Well, your choice of names is certainly modern. The closest we had to
date is one called shoot-the-moon (two
versions) some four or five years ago
during the satellite craze. The second
half of a double-star-thru does have a
name (left star thru) and is used alone.
Bruce Johnson recorded a Windsor
number in which the command was to
"face your corner, left star thru". I can
imagine dancer reaction to the substitution of "moon shot". The advantage of
starting a set up with a left star thru
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is nullified by the fact that the next
hand is still the same one used for at
least two people like all star thru
movements and so would accomplish
nothing.
If you did not want to use the left
star thru, how about "slide thru, U turn
back"? If your dancers are having
trouble with double star thru, try "star
thru, slide thru, U turn back" as a variation instead of coining a new word
to accomplish the same set-up.
The double star thru is used nationally more than you might realize. From
static square: Head couples double star
thru, turn right single file around two
and line up four is the same as heads
lead right and circle four to a line.
From promenade: Heads wheel
around, double star thru is same as
heads cross trail thru or pass thru, half
sashay. OR—Heads wheel a r o u n d,
double star thru, U turn back is same
as right and left thru.
Another floor stopper would be the
triple star thru called "star thru, moon
shot, star thru" don't you think? We
do thank you for sending the idea
along with the fine figure examples.
Just for the record, we did have a
"gimmick" type call as a substitute for
double-star-thru. It was called "flip
and flop" and then sometimes changed
to "flop and flip" from a half sashayed
position. It seems to have died a natural
death at this point.
LEE KOPMAN, Wantagh, N. Y.:
"Challenge to me means a variety of
basics or a series of complex moves
put together to bring you into a left
allemande or a right and left grand.
Speed is not a primary factor in this
phase of calling. Dancers and callers
who have not been exposed to this
type of dancing should be educated as
to the definition of what 'The Challenge Dance' really means. It's a wonderful specialty, let's treat it with respect."
Thank you for the comments, Lee.
I agree that "fast" calling or "clipped

timing" are not the ingredients of a
challenge type square dance. In fact,
it would be the mark of a novice covering up for his lack of knowledge of
square dance choreography in its true
sense. That is, the ability to understand
basic movements so well that variations
could be used without the crutch of a
"new movement" to keep the interest
of his dancers.
New ideas in square dance choreography are fine in small doses until
proven generally acceptable so long as
the caller doesn't rely on new movements ONLY in order to make his
dance a challenging one. An allemande
thar to a beginner in his third lesson
is as great a challenge as "sink the boat
to an alamo cast-back" is to the second
year hot-rodder, and called at a normal
tempo.

BASIC
BREAKDOWN
WHEEL AND DEAL
Clarence Watson, Blue Springs, Mo.
From a line of four (facing out or
in), right couple wheels in front of
left couple. Center people act as pivot
for the wheeling couple. From a twofaced line (one couple facing north in
line with another couple facing south),
the wheel and deal command puts them
face to face. Styling note: It helps the
traffic flow if the left couple will take
one step forward before wheeling in
behind the lead couple. Inside hands
of couple should be joined held waist
high while wheeling as a couple.
EXAMPLES
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio
Head two couples swing and sway
Side ladies chain across the way
Heads go right and circle four

Head gents break and line up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Inside two square thru three-quarters
Corners all, left allemande . .
First and third right and left thru
Roll away with a half sashay
Pass thru while you're that way
Turn left single file
Lady round two, gent round one, line
up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru wheel and deal
Dixie chain on a double track
Lady go left, gent go right, left allemande .. .
FAST DEAL
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, keep in time
Face partner, bend the line
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, keep in time
Face partner, bend the line
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, keep in time
Face partner, bend the line
Allemande left . . .
PROMENADE BREAK FOR
WHEEL AND DEAL
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio
Promenade, don't slow down
Head two couples wheel around
Two lines of four, go forward and back
Wheel and deal two by two
First couple right, next one left
Cross trail thru to a left allemande . .
ROLL BACK WHEEL
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio
Side two couples pass thru
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Around one and line up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Ladies roll back, men square thru
Four hands round and when you're thru.
Both turn left around two
Line up four, here's what you do
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Men roll back, ladies square thru
Four hands round, you're almost thru
Separate, around one
Star by the right three-quarters round
Allemande left . . .

FIGURES AND
BREAKS
PROMENADE BREAK WITH
TURN THRU
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.
Promenade, don't slow down
Heads wheel around, turn thru
On to the next, turn thru
Forward out and back you reel
Just as you are, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
First couple left, next right
Turn thru with first in sight
On to the next, square thru
Four hands, just like that
Everybody U turn back
Star thru, cross trail thru, allemande
left . . .
TURN THRU FOUR
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.
One and three square thru
Four hands around in the middle
Turn thru the outside two
Sides divide and star thru
While heads just star thru
Turn thru the outside two
Sides divide and star thru
Heads just star thru
Turn thru the outside two
Sides divide and star thru
Heads just star thru
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Turn thru the outside two
Sides divide and star thru
Heads just star thru
Right and let thru, turn your Sue
Dive thru, star thru, cross trail thru,
left allemande ...
TURN THRU PROMENADE BREAK
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.
Promenade, don't slow down
Heads wheel around, box the gnat
Turn thru, move on to the next
Box the gnat, turn thru (line of four)
Bend the line, star thru
Turn thru, center four left turn thru
Outside four U turn back
Star thru, cross trail thru, allemande
left . . .
TURN THRU AND STAR THRU
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.
Sides right and left thru
Four ladies chain
Heads square thru four hands, turn thru
Sides divide and star thru
Heads just star thru, allemande left ...
TURN THRU FIGURE
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.
Four ladies chain, sides half sashay
Heads square thru four hands
Turn thru with the outside two (same
sex)
Center four box the gnat
Square thru other way back
Four hands and while you do
Sides divide and star thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Star thru, substitute
Right and left thru
Substitute, pass thru, allemande left ...
TURN THRU AND CALIFORNIA
TWIRL
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.
Sides half sashay
Heads square thru four hands, turn thru
Inside four turn thru, outside four California twirl
Allemande left . .
Heads square thru four hands, turn thru

Center four turn thru, centers in, cast
off three-quarters
Forward and back, star thru, California
twirl
Allemande left . . .
TURN THRU BREAKS
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.
Heads square thru four hands
Turn thru with the outside two
Center four box the gnat
Square thru just like that
Four hands, while you do
Sides divide, star thru
Right and left thru, left square thru
Count four hands, here comes corner
Left allemande . . .
TURNPIKE DILEMMA
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.
Heads promenade half way round
Into the middle and half square thru
Turn thru the outside two
Center four box the flea, left square
thru
Count four hands, while you do
Sides divide and star thru
Turn thru, center four box the flea,
left square thru
Count four hands, while you do, sides
divide, star thru
With the one you face, left allemande . . .
FIGURES
by Gus Robb, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Four ladies chain three-quarters round
Turn 'em by the left with an arm around
Side two couples do a half sashay
Heads to the middle and star thru
Right and left thru, turn 'em too
Left turn thru in the middle you do
Now turn thru with the outside two
Stick out a hand, left allemande . .
One and three a right and left thru
Turn a little girl and turn thru
Now separate and go around one
Come into the middle and turn thru
Left turn thru with the outside two
Then turn thru in the middle again
Centers in and cast off three-quarters

around
Then turn thru and bend the line
Half square thru, right to mother
And pull her by, left allemande . . .
Head two couples lead to the right
Circle up four, don't take all night
Head gents break and make that line
Then pass thru and bend the line
Right and left thru, then slide thru
And turn thru with the opposite two
Left turn thru in the middle you do
Centers in and cast off three-quarters
around
Then slide thru, left allemande . .
Sides to the middle and back I say
One and three do a half sashay
Side two couples right and left thru
Turn those girls and slide thru
Turn thru, do a left turn thru
Turn thru in the middle again
Centers in and cast off three-quarters
round
Square thru, count four hands you do
A right to mother, pull her by
Allemande left . . .
TWIRL TO CLOVER
by Jim Garlow, Charter Oak, Calif.
Four ladies chain three-quarters round
Chain those ladies straight across the
town
One and three star thru, California
twirl
Star thru with the outside two, California twirl
Bend the line, star thru, California twirl
Center two, star thru, California twirl
Everyone, cloverleaf
Go right and left grand . . .
ROLL AND SPIN
by Jim Garlow, Charter Oak, Calif.
Everybody, roll away with a half sashay
One and three do-sa-do to an ocean
wave
Rock it up and rock back
Spin the top, while you're like that
Go right and left thru, turn that girl
Roll away with a half sashay
Pass thru, do-sa-do the outside two
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Make an ocean wave, when you do
Spin the top, go two by two
When you're thru, go right and left
thru
Turn that girl
Star thru, pass thru, left allemande ...
EASY SPINS
by Jim Garlow, Charter Oak, Calif.
Four ladies chain three quarters round
Turn 'em, with an arm around
One and three, up and back
Spin the top, just like that
Rock it up, then box the gnat
Right and left thru
Turn the girl, then pass thru
Spin the top with the outside two
Rock it up, then box the gnat
Right and left thru
Turn that girl, then dixie chain
Girls turn back, left allemande . .
Promenade, don't slow down
Heads wheel around, two ladies chain
Turn 'em on around
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Spin the top, box the gnat
Square thru three-quarters round
Left allemande . . .
RIGHT AND LEFT THRU AND
A QUARTER MORE
by Doug Johnston, Reseda, Calif.
One and three square thru, four hands
around
Go right and left thru with outside two,
and a quarter more
Girls turn back, swing star thru
Face your partner, pass thru
Face your partner, star thru
Two ladies star to a left allemande ...
Head two ladies chain to your left
New side ladies chain across, roll a
half sashay
One and three go right and left thru,
and a quarter more
Boys turn back
Left spin the top, left allemande . .
Promenade, don't slow down
One and three wheel around
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Star thru, two ladies chain, turn your
Sue
Go right and left thru, and when you're
thru
Dive thru, star thru, half square thru
Go right and left thru with the outside
two and a quarter more
Girls turn back
Spin the top, go right and left grand ...
NO NAME
by Bronco Bill King
One and three pass thru
Separate, go round one, line up four
Just the ends, star thru, pass thru
Separate, go round one, line up four
Forward eight and back with you, star
thru
Center four a right and left thru, turn
on around
Pass thru, left allemande . . .
YEAH!
by Fred Whiteford, Costa Mesa, Calif.
Heads chain right, sides right and left
thru
Heads star right, back by the left, pick
up the corner
Star promenade, circle eight, four girls
pass thru
Face the middle (each other), everybody double pass thru
Girls U turn back, allemande left . . .
DIXIE WAVE
by Frank Lane, Estes Park, Colo.
Heads right and left thru, lead right,
circle to a line
End ladies diagonally chain, chain the
line
New ends diagonally chain, chain the
line
End ladies diagonally dixie style to an
ocean wave
Spread the line, make three arches
Heads turn right single file thru the
outside arches
Thru the middle arch, dixie style to an
ocean wave
Balance, slip the clutch, allemande
left . . .

DIXIE STYLE
by Frank Lane, Estes Park, Colo.
Heads right and left thru
Head ladies chain, dixie style to an
ocean wave
Pass thru, circle up four
Heads break to a line of four
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Men diagonally dixie chain, both turn
left single file
Keep going, ladies dixie style to an
ocean wave, balance
Pass thru, allemande left . . .
CLOVER AND SQUARE THRU
NUMBER ONE
by Gil Buck, La Mirada, Calif.
One and three right and left thru
Turn the girls and four ladies grand
chain
One and three square thru four hands
Four hands around you do and pass thru
Clover and square thru
Four hands around you do
Square thru the outside two,
Four hands around you do
All eight California twirl
Dixie chain across the track
Girls turn back and left allemande . . .
CLOVER AND SPIN THE TOP
NUMBER ONE
by Gil Buck, La Mirada, Calif.
One and three star thru, pass thru
Do-sa-do make an ocean wave
Spin the top, box the gnat
Right and left thru, turn the girls
Star thru, pass thru
Clover and spin the top
Box the gnat, right and left thru
Turn the girls and pass thru
Star thru, cross trail thru
Left allemande . . .
CLOVER AND SWING THRU
by Gil Buck, La Mirada, Calif.
Two and four right and left thru, turn
the girls
Star thru, pass thru
Do-sa-do make an ocean wave
Swing thru, swing right, swing left
Box the gnat, pass thru

Clover and swing thru
Box the gnat, right and left thru
Turn the girls, star thru, pass thru
Right and left thru, turn the girls
Pass thru, clover and swing thru
Box the gnat, half square thru
Right and left thru, turn the girls
Star thru, do-sa-do make an ocean wave
Spin the top, box the gnat
Right and left thru, turn the girls
Left allemande . . .
DIXIE TURN THRU FIGURES
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, N. Y.
Heads right and circle to a line of four
Ladies lead, dixie turn thru
Girls go left, gents go right
Star thru, right and left thru
Slide thru, lead right, left allemande ...
Heads right and circle to a line of four
Pass thru, wheel and deal
On the double track, dixie turn thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Star thru, swing thru
Box the gnat, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande . . .
Heads star thru
On the double track, dixie turn thru
Peel off, pass thru
Loop the loop (centers California
twirl, ends fold)
Substitute, pass thru, left allemande . ..
Sides, half sashay
Heads star thru, pass thru
Square thru two hands
Wheel and deal, substitute
On the double track, dixie turn thru
Peel off, pass thru, wheel and deal
Box the gnat, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande , .
Heads star thru
On the double track, dixie daisy
Cloverleaf
On the double track, dixie turn thru
Cloverleaf
On the double track, dixie chain
Peel off, star thru
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Pass thru, California twirl
Left allemande . . .
Heads right and circle to a line of four
Pass thru, round off
Dixie turn thru
Cloverleaf, dixie turn thru
Lead two, trade
Others split thru round one to a line
of four
Star thru
Right and left thru, pass thru
Box the gnat, grand right and left
ARKY ALL-EIGHT-SPIN THE TOP
Johnny Davis, Erlanger, Ky.
Head gents and corner girl go forward
and back
Star right on the inside track, once
around
Pass your partner, arky allemande, forward two
Right and left spin the top
To the same one left full around
To the next a right-hand half around,
forward two
Left and right spin the top
To the same one right full around
To the next a left-hand half around,
forward two
Right and left spin the top
To the same one left full around
To the next a right-hand half around,
forward two
Left and right spin the top
To the same one right full around
To the next a left-hand half around,
forward two
Right and left arky allemande
Partners all right and left grand . . .
DIVIDE TO DIXIE
by Clyde Swinehart, Covina, Calif.
Four ladies chain Straight across
Head ladies chain to the right
Then first and third promenade half
way round
Same ladies chain to the right
Now first and third pass thru
Round one to a line of four
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Forward eight and back so fine
Bend the line
Pass thru, lines divide to a dixie grand
Go right, left, right to a left allemande . . .
BREAK
by Ed Berryman
Heads pass thru, separate, go around
one
Into the middle, U turn back
With the outside two spin the top
All four couples pass thru, U turn back
Four boys left square thru four hands
Girls pass thru, allemande left . . .
SUZIE Q
by Ken Ehrhart
One and three pass thru, go round one
Come into the middle and Suzie Q
Sides divide and star thru
Finish your Q with a left hand swing
Go out to the sides do a right and left
thru
Dive thru, substitute
Suzie Q, sides divide and star thru
Finish your Q with a left hand swing
Go out to the sides, do a right and
left thru
Dive thru, substitute
Square thru three-quarters, allemande
left. ..
SPINNING BREAK
by Les Ely
Four little ladies chain across
Turn 'em on around and join hands
and make a ring
Allemande left, right to your partner
Then spin the top
Same girl box the gnat, go forward two
Right and left, spin the top
Same girl allemande left . . .
BREAK
by Lee Helsel, Sacramento, Calif.
Heads square thru four hands
Sides U turn back
Cloverleaf, grand right and left . . .

NEW IDEA
SWING CHAIN THRU
by Deuce Williams, Dearborn, Mich.
From two ocean wave lines (either
right hand or left hand waves), the
ends swing half, the centers swing only
one-quarter (to form a new wave momentarily across the set in an "H"
pattern). These centers swing half to
catch waiting end of this wave and
then swing one-quarter to form the
same two ocean wave lines once again.
Can be called from two facing couples
like spin the top. A right hand wave
would first be formed, then the swing
chain thru would begin (ends swing
half, etc.)
EXAMPLES
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio
Heads square thru four hands round
to the outside two
Do-sa-do, all the way round to a wave
and balance
Ends, swing chain thru to another wave,
Balance back and slide thru
California twirl, left allemande
Head couples right and left thru, half
square thru
Swing chain thru you do and balance
All-eight-circulate twice, to a wrong
way thar
Boys back up a left hand star
Shoot the star to a left allemande ...
Side two ladies chain and at the heads
Star thru, pass thru, swing thru and
balance
Ends swing chain thru, new ends circulate and box the gnat
All turn back to a left allemande ...
Heads lead right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Right and left thru and when you do
Pass thru, wheel and deal

Center couples pass thru
Swing chain thru then
Swing thru, all-eight-circulate twice,
centers three times
Box the gnat, grand right and left ...
Side two ladies chain and at the heads
Lead to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line
Right and left thru,
Ladies lead dixie style to a wave and
balance
End swing chain thru
All eight fold and star thru
Cross trail thru to a left allemande ...
The "end" facing out will be the
one who travels across the set to the
other wave. All others will do their
part of a swing thru. Caution the
other end to pause when in the center
one-quarter to wait for the new dancer
to take his hand to swing another onequarter into the new wave.

SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE
WORKSHOP
features original material submitted
by you.
Choreography, Callers' Questions,
Basic Breakdown, Figures and Breaks,
and New Ideas are presented each
month.

Mail new and creative material and
questions to:
WILLARD ORLICH
Workshop Editor
SQUARE DANCE Magazine
1622 N. Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill. 60004
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SINGING CALLS
WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL—Longhorn 159
Calls by Ken Golden
WINCHESTER CATHEDRA LGrenn 12088
Calls by Earl Johnston
WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL—Blue
Star 1795
Calls by Andy Andrus
We liked 'em in this order, both to
dance and to listen to, too. The first has
an interesting touch of arky (four men
star), the second has Earl's golden
voice to sell it (he could sell refrigerators to Eskimos), and third has a meaty
modern figure but rocky rhythm. All
capitalize on a hot pop tune which
rings loud and is soon tolled out.

I FEEL BETTER—Longhorn 157
Calls by John Hendron
John feels better in Mass. and the
dancers feel better en masse, for having
danced this one again, even for the
umpteenth time. It swings, it rings, it
circulates, and it has a mean Hi-DiddleDe-De.
IT'S BEEN TOO LONG—Windsor
4860
Calls by Al Brundage
A remake, a relaxer, and a real
smoothy is what our dancers make of
this Brundage special. You can glide
through ocean waves, circulates, swing
thrus, men runs, wheel and deals and
not even feel tired. Remember "It's
Been a Long, Long Time", where individual couples alternately wheeled in
behind each other. This is nicer.
SO WHAT'S NEW—MacGregor 2008
Calls by Ken Anderson
Nothing too new about this—just a
pleasant dance. This one a caller can

America's Most Beautiful Badges
At Special Club Discounts
Here are badges that are truly beautiful, distinctive. Nothing like them

anywhere. Choice of over 20 colors.
The very newest in designs and ideas
always in stock. We also make
badges to order—any shape, any
color, any size. Send sketch for FREE
sample and estimate.

Prices start at 70c each. Discounts on
full club orders. However, small orders we/come as well as large. Write
for list of goofy and fun badges.
Before you buy badges, check with
us. We invite comparison in quality,
design and craftsmanship. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Write for Details—No Obligation

NEW ERA ENGRAVERS
11041 SOUTH TALMAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60655
Phone: 312-233-5527
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just lean back and deliver—the dancers
can just lean forward and shuffle
through. An all around quality performance.

'em moving at a good tempo throughout, even though the "meat" is ground
to easy club consistency. Music is well
beefed up and palatable.

NOTHING'S NEW—MacGregor 2002
Calls by Tommy Stoye
This one answers the question posed
by the previous title, we presume.
Again, no flourishes, no fancy patterns,
but rather well done. Try this on your
turntable for size. It's adjustable.

WISH YOU WERE HERE—Bogan
1221
Calls by Cal Lambert
There's a lotta bounce, brass, and
beautiful baritone here to make you
brag on Bogan. The dance features a
fold and an eight chain three. If you
like a whole lot of music, you've got it.
Our dancers rate it better than average—maybe hit material.

THE BARON—MacGregor 2007
Calls by Tommy Stoye
More life, spirit and character distinguish this over some others. Swing
thru, men trade and star thru are at
the heart of it. No relation to the Red
Baron. Tommy sings about a mountain
man.
EVEN THO—Blue Star 1796
Calls by Jim Brower
Triple allemande gets the dancers
moving at the outset, and Jim keeps

GIRL LIKE YOU—Hi Hat 342
Calls by Ernie Kinney
This rather rich production isn't
every caller's dish, but there's a potential for a real caller and dancer experience that's more gourmet than country
style. Give it a whirl, guys, with caution. Newer basics are sprinkled in liberally, and here's another of those four
timer (no break) dances.

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR STORES
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn
big profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business
if you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels
and books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are already a
dealer of square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance
to add to your volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest you
for complete details. No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU

CALIFORNIA
Corsair-Continental Corp.
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd.,
Temple City

ILLINOIS
Heritage Distributing Corp.
1622 N. Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights 60004

CANADA
Canadian Music Sales
68 Advance Road,
Toronto. Ont.

MICHIGAN
Scott Colburn's Saddlery
33305 Grand River,
Farmington 48024

GEORGIA
Record Distributors
2581 Piedmont Rd., N.E.,
Atlanta 30324

MISSOURI
Webster Record Distributors
124 W. Lockwood,
St. Louis 63119

NEBRASKA
Square Dance Distributor's
208 Lyric Building,
Omaha
OHIO
Twelgrenn Enterprises
P.O. Box 16.
Bath
TEXAS
Merrbach Record Sales
323 W. 14th Street,
Houston
WASHINGTON
Western Dance Distributors
12301,4 Westlake Ave. N.,
Seattle 8
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a bit tricky. Intermediate.

ROUND DANCES

C'EST SI BON—Hi Hat 835
Choreography by Marge and Charlie
Carter
Dick Cary Jazz Combo digs a danceable musical score on this one. There
are but two parts to this 48 measure
two-step with comparatively easy footwork. Unfortunate sequencing makes
this "C'est Si" definitely wi thou t
"Bon". Not for the novice. Intermediate.

AMY—Sets in Order 3161
Choreography by Lela and Louis Leon
Superb band, syncopated choreography. Amy does a daily double on part
A with her two stepping, scissors, hitches and pivots. "Solo-ing" in on B for a
quick wrap, half box, twirls, toe-heels,
etc. This "gal" insists on a six measure
break between patterns. Sequencing
puts her in the intermediate class.

LARA—Hi Hat 835
Choreography by Jean and Tom
Cahoe
"Lars" is a promiscuous person. She
has appeared in round dance circles as
a two step, 6/8 time canter waltz and
now is casting longing glances toward
a Latin lover. The music is great . . .
with a beat that makes one forget the
tune is the same on all these variations.
There are three parts to 'Tara" with
some resemblance to a rumba. Al-

SO SOFTLY—Sets in Order 3161
Choreography by Jean and Tom
Cahoe
A "dance-sation" for waltzing by
Sets. Two parts to a 24 measure routine
two and a half times through. A 16
measure part A pulsates right along
with a bit of quick-step. Part B waltzes
so "softly"
sorta slips the boom
over the bloom for what looked like
a real goodie for those that like them

SQUARE OR
ROUND DANCE

BRAND NEW

RECORD GRAB BAG!
REGULAR $1.45 RECORDS
ALL POPULAR LABELS • 45 rpm ONLY

We Make The Selection

ONLY

11111110

NM

INIM

It

SQUARE DANCE SHOP
1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights, III 60004

Please Rush Me The Following: Enclosed is $
in cash, check or money order.
El 10 Round Dance Assortment for $6.90 P.P.

CH
POSTPAID

❑

10 Square Dance Assortment for $6.90 P.P.

Name
WHEN YOU ORDER TEN
SAVE OVER HALF on brand new
popular square or round dance
records. Here's your chance to increase your record library at low
cost.
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Address
City

State

Zip

ID Please send me your free catalog.
IME 1=11

MI NMI 11=1

I

though various patterns repeat, it will
require an Rx from Dr. Zvigaho for
memory pills. Intermediate-advanced.
FANTASY—Scope 1
Choreography by Edna and Gene
Arnfield
A masterpiece in melodizing of a different tune . . . smooth and in the
groove. Add uncluttered choreography
of a two and a half times through two
step with adequate repeats for a dapper,
danceable disc. Scope set its musical
sights high on both sides of its first
platter. Intermediate.
HOMETOWN SWEETHEART—Belco 222
Choreography by Jean and Vaughn
Parrish
A 32 measure three part easy two step
three times through with adequate repeats. Part A is a little of OH BOY
combined with reverse roll and 1/2 box

and scissors figure and turning twosteps. Parrish must have been tappin'
the beat out on part B. "Here a tap,
there a tap, everywhere a tap-tap." Be
sure to count 'em, wouldn't want to be
left without your "taps". Easy.
CAROLYN—Scope 1
Choreography by Frank Hamilton
What ho! A new label, a new choreographer. A 32 measure Viennese
type waltz, two parts, two times
through. Excellent waltz music of an
old Wayne King favorite "Tell Me
That You Love Me Tonight". Figures
have a "one-two punch" like two half
turns coupled with two quarter turns,
or one forward waltz hitched up to two
turns and another forward waltz. There
are hook figures, vines, twinkles, cross
points for variation. Repeats on Viennese turns and first four measures. Refreshing but demands good waltz basics for graceful dancing. Intermediate.

20th ANNUAL

Roe4 71toaatala
Sreetu Veuece erweft
at the LIGHTED LANTERN
■top Lookout Mountain in Cool Colorado
VAUGHN
PARRISH

TEX
BROWNLEE

JULY 16—AUGUST 12, 1967

l:RR
EIAAt,

EDNA & GENE
ARNHEM

Four Separate Weeks of Fun and Dance Workshops
Staff: Raymond Smith, Johnny LeClair, Vaughn Parrish, Gaylon Shull, Sal Fanara, Beryl Main,
Tex Brownlee, Johnny Hozdulick, Jerry Haag, Francis Zeller, Bettye & Charles Proctor,
Helen & Bob Smithwick, Edna and Gene Arnfield, Pete & Don Hickman,
Fred & Mary Enholm
Only $63.00 per person for a full week

For further information write Paul J. Kermiet, Rt. 3, Golden, Colorado
NAME ONLY-60c
NAME & TOWN
OR DESIGN---65c
NAME & TOWN
& DESIGN-75c

or- JOHN
HANDS
BtG RivER,usa

ANY STATE SHAPE ONLY $1.25 Each
We design club badges. Order any badge
in any color—black, white, blue, green, brown,
red, yellow, walnut, birch.

PAT'S PLASTICS

Send Check
We Pay Postage

Box 847, Rifle, Colo. 81650
Ph. (303) 625-1718

MAGIC RECORDS
Our Latest Square Dance Release:
MI008

Tender Love and Care
written and
called by

Dice Tice
of Omaha, Neb.

Other Magic releases:
M 1007—Life Without Love
M 1006—Y'all Come
If your dealer doesn't have it, write:

4842 Lancelot Drive
New Orleans, Louisiana 70127
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Announcing Another First
From Chicagoland's Fabulous
Square Dance Center

Dance Friday Evenings
To Four Of The
World's Greatest Callers
(Beginning in September 1967)
A New Trend
Domes to Chicagoland.
Caller-oriented clubs are the newest
trend in square dancing. And Square
Dance Center is organizing the kind of
Clubs that are truly unique and rewarding. You get the opportunity to meet,
dance and work with the Nationally
Known Caller of your choice. You become on a first name basis with this
caller and dozens of fine dancers from
around Chicagoland. You belong to an
exclusive square dance club that will
improve your dancing and your standing in the square dance field. Marilyn
and Arvid Olson are your hosts.
tour Individual Clubs
You may join one, two, three or all
four clubs. Each meets on a different
Friday evening of each month. The fee
is low for this type of club—only $3
per couple per dance. This includes refreshments and everything needed to
make this an evening of fun and fellowship. Memberships are sold on a FOURMONTH basis for each club. Therefore the total fee for dancing once a
month for four months is $12 in advance.
Here's how it works: For example, if
you join the Louis Calhoun Club, you
mail your check for $12 with your application. You will then dance with

Louis on the first Fridays of every
month starting September. All dances
are at the Square Dance Center from
8:30 to 11:30.
About the New
Square Dance Center.
You will dance at one of the nation's
finest square dance halls. It is designed
in every detail especially for square
dancing. The dance floor is of hardwood that is mounted on rubber for
ease on the feet. Air-conditioned for
year around comfort with perfect acoustics so you can hear anywhere in the
hall while dancing. You'll love the
Square Dance Center if you haven't already had the pleasure of dancing here.
Applications Now Accepted.
Memberships to these four clubs will
be sold on a first come, first served
basis. Only a limited number of memberships are available for each, so if
you have a favorite caller and a free
Friday night, get your application in
now. There have never been square
dance clubs in the Chicago area quite
like these. If you want to belong to the
most unique, most rewarding square
dance club anywhere, send your application today. No doubt all clubs will be
sold out by summer, so don't be the
one to be disappointed.

0)

One. t.)r ;\11 1:cytir

You may join one or all clubs. Each membership is $12
per couple in advance. Send your application in now.
These are the clubs.
FIRST FRIDAYS OF EVERY MONTH: Caller is Louis
Calhoun, Fontana Village, N.C.
SECOND FRIDAYS OF EVERY MONTH: Caller is Max
Forsyth, Indianapolis, Indiana
THIRD FRIDAYS OF EVERY MONTH: Caller is Melton
Luttrell, Fort Worth, Texas
FOURTH FRIDAYS OF EVERY MONTH: Caller is Dave
Taylor, Detroit, Michigan
Note: Occasionally there will be a substitute for these callers
but we guarantee the substitute will be equally as good a caller.

■1 ■,
Calls Second Fridays

LOF C LIFOUN
Calls First Fridays

■1I I l'ON I I —ITRI I
Calls Third Fridays

I)
Calls Fourth Fridays

APPLICATION BLANK

Marilyn and Arvid Olson
SQUARE DANCE CENTER
1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60004 - (312) 255-4060
Enclosed please find my check for $
. I wish to belong
to club (or clubs) I have checked below. Membership fee per club
is $12 for four months.
FIRST FRIDAYS CLUB
Caller Louis Calhoun
0 SECOND FRIDAYS CLUB
Caller Max Forsyth

[7] THIRD FRIDAYS CLUB
Caller Melton Luttrell
FOURTH FRIDAYS CLUB
Caller Dave Taylor

Mr. & Mrs.
Address

City

State

Zip

GRENN
NEWEST ROUNDS
GR 14096

"I WONDER WHAT'S BECOME
OF SALLY"
(waltz) by Manning and Nita Smith

NATIONAL
NEWS
AND EVENTS

"RED CAT"
by Anne and Clyde Neal

NEWEST SQUARE
GR 12091

"SQUARE DANCE BLUES"
flip by Earl Johnston

• OHIO—The Toledo Area Square
Dance Callers Association is sponsoring
the 5th Annual Promenade Jamboree
on April 9, 1967. Dancing will be in
three halls of the Sports Arena from
1 to 10 p.m. with 40 callers. Write
Paul and Betty Plehn, 534 Maple
Blvd., Monroe, Mich.

TOP
NEWEST FLIP SQUARES
TOP 25144

"ROW ROW ROW"
by Herb Keys
TOP 25145

"RED WING"
by Jim Bauer

NAME BADGES
Name only, 6 Ask
with town
UC
and /or club
Any State Shape 80c

EA.

• FLORIDA—Don't miss the Central
Florida Square Dancers Association
Annual Election Ball on April 29, 1967.
Colin Walton will be the caller at the
Civic Center in Sanford, Fla.

each.
Write for a new full list
of activity badges and new
brochures. We make and
design any shape badge.
Enclose sketch and quantity of initial order for our
prices. Write for brochure
for full information:
A to Z ENGRAVING
Ray Nelson,
P.O. Box 3450
WAUCONDA, Ill. 60064

• WISCONSIN — Dancers will be
heading to La Crosse, Wis. on April
21- 23, 1967 for the 6th Annual Spring
Fling. Dancing will be in the Sawyer
Auditorium with Jerry Helt and Bruce
Johnson at the mike. Paul and Edna
Tinsley will lead rounds. For information: Dick Fitzpatrick, 2915 E. Fairchild, La Crosse, Wis. 54601.

Your Muanuttre of the finest

• NEVADA—The Convention Hall
in Las Vegas, Nevada is the site of
the Las Vegas 12th Annual Festival on
April 21-22, 1967. Ronnie Cupp will
present the square dance workshop and
Bill and Helen Smithwick will present the round dance workshop.

in JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES

Q ualit y

Since 1898

At Better Stores Everywhere

F. L. WilmorTh Co., East Prov., R. I.
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• OHIO—Dancers interested in learning folk dancing, crafts, games and
party planning should consider the 23rd
Annual Buckeye Recreation Workshop
to be held in Brinkhaven, Ohio on

April 16-22, 1967. Write: Gus Umbach,
4195 Elbern Ave., Columbus, Ohio
43213.

At Your Dealer

• VIRGINIA—Dance April 1, 1967
at the Lucky 13th Virginia Square
Dance Festival in Charlottesville, Va.
at the Memorial Gymnasium, University of Virginia. Dick Jones and Harry
Lackey will do the calling. Dulcy and
Roy Belz will lead the rounds. For information, write: L. E. Cason, Jr.,
R.F.D. 3, Box 34-G, Charlottesville,
Va.

WHAT A GAL

• TEXAS—The 2nd Annual Teen-age
Spring Fling will be April 22, 1967
at the Community Center in Amarillo,
Texas. Billy Foster, caller for the hosting Teen Twirlers Club, will be M.C.
for the Jamboree type program which
will feature Teen-age callers.—Mrs. Cecil Jones
• MICHIGAN—Square dance callers
of the Flint, Mich. and surrounding
area will again donate their talents for
the 9th Annual Square-A-Rama Dance
to be held at the Brendel Elementary
School, Grand Blanc, Mich. on April
29, 1967. The dance is sponsored by the
Genesee County Unit of the American
Cancer Society and the Grand Blanc
Men's Club. Callers who wish to participate, contact Del Coolman, G-4067
Moulton Dr., Flint, Mich. 48507.Karl M. Diener
• OHIO—Johnny Davis and Jerry
Helt will team up to call a Pre-Convention Warm-Up at the Armory, 2170
Howey Road, in Columbus, Ohio on
May 4, 1967.
• MICHIGAN—The Northwest
Michigan Square Dance Council will
present its 12th Annual Square Dance
Festival on May 27-28, 1967 at the
Traverse City High School Gym in
Traverse City, Mich. George Peterson
and Dave Taylor are the featured callers. Gladys and Les Peterson and Jer-

Flip Singing Call
Called By
DICK WEAVER
Hi-Hat 345

Round Dances

Road Runner Two-Step
By
Clark & Maxine Smith

MY GAL SAL
By
Archie & Nora Murrell
Hi-Hat 836

H I IIILHAT
Dance Records
SQUARE L ANNOUNCES

I FOUND YOU OUT
SL- 125 by Gaylon Shull

CUM
SL-I24 by Dick Endarle

CITY LIGHTS
SL-I23 by Dusty Renck!!

Wonderful Music By
Square L Outlaws
SQUARE L RECORD CO.
8512 La Jolla Ct.

I

Ft. Worth 16, Tex.

FOR FUN
THE DANCER'S COBBLER SINCE 1887
17 Werth Slate Street. Chicago, III.
MUM &lel 1
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rie and Don Day will handle the round
dance program. Ron Hensel is the Festival Chairman.

JOIN SASKATCHEWAN
SQUARE DANCERS IN
CELEBRATING CANADA'S
100th BIRTHDAY
Spend a whole month or any part of
it dancing to the feature callers and
many other callers too!

There'll be dances in towns and cities
—fifty or more—all leading to the fabulous Wind-up Round-up in Regina,
the home of the famous MOUNTIES.

•

• KENTUCKY — T h e Kentuckiana
Square Dance Association will host the
Ninth Annual Spring Spectacular on
April 21, 22, 23, 1967 at the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center,
Louisville, Ky. C. 0. Guest, Ken Golden, and Bob Van Antwerp are the featured callers. Phyl and Frank Lehnert
will lead the rounds. Doris and Gene
Wilson are the Convention Chairmen.
For more details, write: Kentuckiana
Square Dance Association, Inc., P. 0.
Box 1553, Louisville, Ky. 40201.—
Frances and Roy Roberson
• WASHINGTON—Spokane's famous Silver Spurs have been invited by
the United States Government Information Agency to perform at the Montreal Expo 67 World's Fair. They will
give four shows on June 29-30, 1967.
All non-professional groups from the
United States must pay their entire expenses while appearing at the fair.
The Silver Spurs will be touring to
the east coast giving shows as they
travel. If you are interested in promoting one of their shows, write: Red
Henderson, W. 825 Trent Ave., Spokane, Wash. 99201.

1867 11967
Send for details—plan to catch part of
the action in the longest Jamboree
ever.
I-

1

Clip and mail to Box 492
I Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
I

• FLORIDA—The Gainesville Square
Dance Council will hold its Spring
Fling on April 21-22, 1967 at the Ra-

Wyzaacgi

and RECORDS

"THE RECORD DESIGNED ... WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

Newest Releases
I Send Month-O-Dancing information

No. 204 "THE RACE IS ON"
by Jerry Hoeg and the
Wagon Masters

I to:

No. 111 "SMOKEY DOKEY"
and "SQUARE GUITAR"
New Hoedown by the Wagon Masters

_1
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9500 West 53nd Ave. Arsenio, Colorado

mada Inn in Gainesville. The square
dancing and after-party programs will
be led by Bill Speidel and Ken McCartney. Round dance leaders are Ed and
Kay Mack. For reservations : Don Price,
3520 NW 7th Ave., Gainesville, Fla.
• LOUISIANA — Louisiana round
dancers will be heading for the BarNone Ranch, St. Rose, La. on April 23,
1967 for the New Orleans Round Dance
Festival. Round Dance leaders will be
Charlie and Bettye Procter.
• OHIO--The Akron Area Federation will hold its 7th Annual Spring
Festival on April 15, 1967. Dancing
will be from 1 p.m. to 12 p.m. at the
Akron University Memorial Hall in
Akron. Featured callers will be Deuce
Williams, Lloyd Litman, Reath Blickenderfer, Dub Perry and Ron Schneider. LeVerne and Doris Reilly will lead
rounds. For reservations: Steve Stoic,
5131 Huckleberry, N. W., North Canton, Ohio 44720.—Clarence and Twila
Schmidt
• LOUISIANA—The South Louisiana Square Dance Council of Baton
Rouge will hold its 18th Annual Festival in the Jack Tar Capitol House on
April 14 and 15, 1967. Bruce Welsh
and Bob Fisk will be the featured callers.—Richard Currie
• TENNESSEE—Dance events of the
7th Annual Dogwood Arts Festival will
be conducted by the Knoxville Square
Dance Association on April 21-22,
1967. Local and guest leaders will conduct a variety of square and round
dances.—C. A. Newton

Dancing will be in the 4-H Building
in Kenwood Park, Salina, Kans. Billy
Lewis will handle the calling with
Midge and Jerry Washburn doing the
rounds.
• MASSACHUSETTS—New Englanders will be heading for Pittsfield,
Mass. for the New England Square
Dance Convention on April 28-29
1967. The program includes square and
round dancing for every level, panels,
fashion show and luncheon. Write:
Alan Stewart, 42 Elaine Ave., Dalton,
Mass. 01226.
• WASHINGTON, D.C.—Teen leaders on both sides of the Potomac are
working on plans for the combined
Maryland-Virginia Festival to be held
in the Randolph Junior High School
in Rockville, Md. on April 29, 1967.
• MISSOURI—Meet me in St. Louis,
Louie for the Gateway of the West
Festival on April 28-29, 1967. Bob
Brundage will do the calling and Jules
and Dottie Billard will do the rounds.
• NEBRASKA—April 9, 1967 will
find Nebraska area dancers at the City
Auditorium for the Mid-State Festival. Callers for the evening program
are Harold Bausch, Flip Bausch, Ernie
Gross, Ronnie Bischoff and Bill Reilly.

• MASSACHUSETTS—April 21-23
are the dates to remember for the New
England Folk Festival. The festival this
year is being held in Natick, Mass.

• MICHIGAN—The 8th Annual Tulip Time Festival Square Dance is scheduled for May 20, 1967 at the West Ottawa High School Gym, Holland, Mich.
Bruce Johnson will call the squares.
Thelma and Sam Nay will be in charge
of the rounds. The "Wooden Shoe
Klompen Dancers" will present an exhibition dance. For more information,
write: Holland Tulip Time Festival,
Inc., Civic Center, 150 W. 8th St., Holland, Mich.—john W. McClaskey.

• KANSAS—April 14-15, 1967 are
the dates to remember for the 1967
Kansas Central Association Jubilee.

Address: National News and Events Editor
SQUARE DANCE Magazine, 1622 N. Rand
Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60004.
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Square and Round
Dancers

UNITE!
Square and Round Dancing is probably America's finest type of recreation. You agree? Fine. But what are you doily personally to
get people acquainted with our recreation? Do you Invite people to
square dance who have never done so? What has been their reaction?
You have probably found that almost everyone not now square
or round dancing has a very fuzzy notion of what our recreation is.
Square and Round Dancing needs an active NATIONAL organization
that will present the true picture, the true image of our recreation
to all Americans.
While golf and bowling and numerous other forms of recreation
have increased in popularity, ours has not grown at the rate it should
have. Why? There are many reasons. That is why the National Square
Dance Association was formed.
The NSDA is dedicated to get national publicity and recognition
in all forms the same way bowling and golf have done in the past
10 years. This takes money and organization. Are you with us? Great!
Send in your application now ... your dues will help us get started.
There are many other things NSDA can do for present square
and round dancing which will be outlined with your membership
card. Join up now!
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE ASSOCIATION
Enclosed find $5.00 (per person or
per couple) enrollment fee for one
year membership, charter certificate, membership card(s), and
other privileges. .I understand $2.50
of this amount is for SQUARE
DANCE Magazine subscription (12
issues), the Official Publication of
the Association.

Please enroll (me) (us) as Charter Member(s) in the National Square Dance
Association:
(Mr. & Mrs.) (Mr.) (Mrs.) (Miss)

Mail this form and remittance to:
National Square Dance Association
1622 N. Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill. 60004

Signed

L

Address
City
State
Remarks

Zip

Would . . . you have some information about where we could order a
guide book on exhibition dancing?
Our Teen Twirlers here in Amarillo
are interested in trying to do a short
exhibition dance for their Spring
Fling which is coming up quite soon.
Our caller, Billy Foster, needs some
material to go by.
We would appreciate any information you might have that would lead
us to some material on this subject.
Mrs. Cecil Jones
Amarillo, Tex.
If you can help Mrs. Jones, write
to her at 1796 Van Buren St.
..
am interested in finding any
contacts I can in reference to teen-age
square dance clubs. Since I have been in
Europe, I have taught quite a few teens
to square and round dance only to
have them return to the states and write
back that they couldn't find a club to
dance with . . .
If you have a teen club in your area
or if you know of one, I would be
very thankful to you if you could put
me in contact with it. I would like to
make a consolidated list of the clubs.
This list would include when and
where they dance. I would send each
of the clubs a copy of the list.
John Bryant
APO N.Y., N.Y.
Send names of teen clubs to Mr. Bryant at HHD, 14th MP GP, APO
09028, N.Y., N.Y.
We thank you for publishing our
article on square dancing (February
1967). ... I should have named the
lady friend who called the square dance

in Switzerland. Many of your readers
know her, I'm sure. She is Miss Shirley Durham of Louisville, Ky.
For a long time Shirley has been a
mainstay in the Kentucky Dance Institute presently held yearly at Morehead Teachers College, Morehead, Ky.
Shirley is a very active leader in square,
folk, and recreational dancing. Europe
will never be the same after her stay
of a year as a teacher in our Army
schools at Karlsrude, Germany and her
European travels.
Shirley and Rickey Holden, another
old timer, probably were the strongest
influences in our dancing history and
the inspiration for us to teach square
dancing and find the greatest pleasure
of all—helping others to enjoy the
cleanest sport of all—square dancing!
Grace and Ernest Snyder
South Holland, III.
Thank you for printing my story in
your Contest (January 1967). It is
amazing that many people I know, and
see often, were not aware of the fact
that I ever had polio and had been
paralyzed.
Even the ones who knew me when
it happened had sort of forgotten about
it. . . .If it had not been for SQUARE
DANCE Magazine's Story Contest and
my desire to enter contests, my secret
would never have been revealed.
Makes me wonder how many, many
more stories there actually are among
our close acquaintances. ...
I want to thank you again for choosing my story. It was quite an honor.
Myrtis Litman
Parma, Ohio
... We are Editors of our local
square dance bulletin, "Square Notes."
In conjunction with our square dance
council we maintain an up to date calendar of all square and round dance
activities in southern Arizona.
We believe it would be helpful to
square dancers who may be planning
a trip to Arizona to have our name and
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address. Contact us at 3927 E. Montecito. Phone 326-2734. ...
Vi and Don Leonard
Tucson, Ariz.
The members of the Roulette Wheels
Western Square Dance Club wish to
express their thanks and appreciation
for the fine story involving our club,
our area, and Herbert Lanks, which appeared in your December 1966 issue
under the title, "Square Dancing Conquers Time."
A special warm glow and sense of
pride is shared by our members for being privileged to participate in this remarkable chain of events, spanning
nearly 50 years. Through Mr. Lanks,
we have become a little better acquainted with our own history and more
acutely aware of our rural American
cultural heritage.
Incidentally, three errors were noticed in the story:
1) Mrs. Church's name was "Addle"
(for Betsy Adelaide), not "Sadie."
2) The dance which the Lankses attended was an "April Fool" dance
sponsored locally by our club, not an
April jamboree sponsored by the Allegheny Valley Square Dance Federation.
3) "Allegheny" is the spelling which
the Federation uses in its name. This
word has three common spelling variations, the other two being "Alleghany", which was incorrectly used in
the story, and "Allegany." ...
Thomas J. Fitzgerald
Coudersport, Pa.

...Have called for over 20 years
since World War II. I bought this
place where I live 17 years ago. It is a
barn made-over especially for square
dancing.
Drastic changes in square dancing
and dancers throughout the years have
changed things so much I have all but
given up this calling and activity. I
am continuing mostly with beginners,
annual parties, and one night stands
for colleges, schools, YMCAs, and the
like.
There's very little square dancing
here in Maine now. I've turned my
place into a teen rock and roll hall
with tremendous results. Hope for
square dancing's return sometime when
the general public can become re-interested. ...
My subscription began 17 years ago
with the June 1950 issue of "American
Squares." It is still unbroken and I
have my copies of every issue.
Howie Davison
Newcastle, Maine
Enclosed is our check for renewal of
our subscription to SQUARE DANCE
Magazine.
Would not like to miss a single
copy. Very informative and interesting
magazine. Keep up the good work....
Carol and Lou Lewan
Chicago, Ill.
Address: Mail Editor, SQUARE DANCE
Magazine, 1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington
Heights, III. 60004.

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
Please include SQUARE DANCE
address label to insure prompt
service whenever you write about
your subscription. Mail to:
SQUARE DANCE
Subscription Service
1622 N. Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights. Ill. 60004

Attach
Label
Here

To subscribe to SQUARE DANCE
mail this form with your payment and check ❑ New Subscription ❑ Renew My Present

Subscription.
Subscription rates

in the United
States: One year, $5.00; Two
years $9.00: Three years, $12.00.

Canadian and foreign add $ .50
per year postage.
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Change of Address
If you're moving, please let us
know three weeks before changing
your address. Place magazine label
here. Print your new address below.
If you have a question about your
subscription. place your address label here and clip this form to your

letter.
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CUE-CARD SYSTEM

COMING!
NEXT MONTH
IN
SQUARE DANCE
MAGAZINE

Read about the helpful system designed by
Jim Hilton and Jim Mork to help you with
your calling. You'll want to know more about
Cue-Cards so be sure to read the May 1967
issue.

CALLERS ASSOCIATIONS
Some top-notch callers associations will be
featured next month. You'll learn how callers
associations function and what they do to be
successful.

SQUARE DANCE CENTER
Our May and June Calendar will feature many
dances you'll want to attend. Plan to dance
with us when you travel through the Chicago
area this summer. Many traveling dancers
will visit SQUARE DANCE CENTER in the
next few months. Won't you be one of them?
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PETTICOATS

AND SISSY
PANTS

MODEL SP100
$400
This style fits beautifully. Five tiers of Ioce. White, Pink,
Blue in Dacron and cotton blend. Red and Bock are in
cotton broadcloth only, also White with Pink and Blue
lace (Multi-colored). Sizes: PS ML and XL.

MODEL
SP101
$500

Nylon tricot sissy pants. Cut wide and
shirred in with 7 rows matching lace
using elastic thread to give form fitting
pants of exceptional comfort and frilly
beauty. White, Black, Red, Pink, Blue,
Multi (Pink/Blue). Sizes: S M L and XL.

MODEL P100

$800

A new style with tricot yoke.
Outer skirt of crisp "Nylon Baby
Horsehair," underskirt of soft nylon sheer to prevent scratchiness.
Self-colored binding on each tier.
White, Red, Black, Pink, Blue,
Maise and Beige. Sizes: P S M L.

MODEL P101. Same as Model
P100. Each tier variegates into
several pastel colors. $12.00.

Cotton batiste pantaloons with row
upon row of nylon /ace sewed with elastic thread to give a form fitting all
over shirred effect. White, Black, Red,
Pink, Blue, Multi (Pink/Blue). Sizes: S
M L and XL.

MODEL P102

$14"

With two layers of nylon chiffon, deluxe style billows so very
full it finishes with 18 yards on
each layer. White, Red, Black,
Pink, Blue. Sizes: P S M L.

MODEL P104

$16'

A new 50 to 60-yard petticoat
of special silky nylon marquis,: ette designed for fullness. Adjustable waistband on cotton
batiste top. White, Red, Pink,
Black, Turquoise. Sized by
length: 20". 21", 22", 23", 24",
25", 26".
7

ORDER FORM
SHIP TO (PLEASE PRINT):

DATE

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP CODE

STATE

CATALOG
NUMBER

HOW
MANY

NAME OF ITEM

COLOR

SIZE I PRICE

❑ PAYMENT ENCLOSED ❑ CHARGE MY ACCOUNT
ILLINOIS RESIDENTS ADD 4c TAX FOR EACH DOLLAR OF GOODS

WE PAY POSTAGE

■

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SQUARE DANCE SHOP
1622 N. RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
(312) 255-4060

60004

9444,014

Zetet Soda
P3 WALTON. COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

Copezio Shoes 3685
$9.95
6609

White Tornado
$2995

A white dacron/cotton dress
with a flashing color accent
in the cording at the scooped
neckline, in the two ruffles on
the bottom of the gored skirt
and in the smaller ruffles on
the sleeve. Simple but very
striking! The color accent is
available in aqua, dutch blue,
red and also in a watch-plaid
of blue and green or in brown
and white. All the trims have
white embroidered trim and
edges.
ORDERING' INSTRUCTIONS
Each dress is crstom made by an
expert seamstress to your measurements. Please state Bust, Waist,
and Skirt length—from bottom of
your waistband to the lower edge
of your skirt. Also state your usual
dress size. Add $1.00 to cover postage and handling charges.

Faahione by NITA SMITH
113 WALTON DRIVE
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 77840

6606

Merry-Go-Round

$39 95

Dacron/cotton checks with a lavish use of white
ruffles and white rick rack going "round and round"
the 2-tiered skirt and the dropped yoke of the bodice.
The ruffles have colored polka dots with a pretty
edge of flowered embroidery. The little sleeve ruffle adds a softening effect over the arm. Available
in aqua/white, gold/white and pink/white checks.
"Play up" color by adding an aqua, gold or pink
petticoat-$14.95, and matching Custom Made pantslettes-$8.95.

